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GOALS

▸ Add shelter capacity in District 10

▸ Replace the 125 overnight beds closing at Providence Shelter with a 24/7 facility that includes:
  ▸ Showers
  ▸ Beds instead of mats
  ▸ Outdoor courtyard space
  ▸ Expanded meal service
  ▸ Case management
  ▸ Expanded links to Coordinated Entry and City services
San Francisco and The Bay Area are in the midst of a housing affordability crisis.

The unsheltered population has increased 19%.

The 2019 Point-in-Time Count estimated that 8,011 people experience homelessness in San Francisco on any given night.

District 10 has the second highest number of individuals experiencing homelessness.
PARTNERS

- City Partners
  - Office of Supervisor Shamann Walton, District 10
  - Department of Public Works
  - San Francisco Police Department
  - San Francisco Department of Public Health

- Non-Profit Partners
  - Providence Foundation of San Francisco
  - United Council of Human Services
CURRENT SHELTER SYSTEM

- **Transitional Housing**: 473 beds; 352 units
  - *excludes Safehouse for Women (not funded by HSH)

- **Shelter**: 1,842 beds
  - *excludes Asian Women’s Shelter, La Casa de las Madres, and Raphael House (not funded by HSH)

- **Stabilization**: 96 beds
  - *excludes MHSA, NBC, and Public Health beds (not funded by HSH)

- **Navigation Centers**: 495 beds
  - *excludes Hummingbird (not funded by HSH)
SAFE NAVIGATION CENTERS

- Target Population
  - Unsheltered
  - Encampments
  - Long-term homeless

- Welcoming
  - Pets, partners and possessions
  - Harm reduction
  - Meals
SAFE NAVIGATION CENTERS

- Service Rich Environment
  - Triage and assessments
  - Medical and behavioral service access
  - Co-location of benefits workers
- High Staffing
  - 24/7 staffing
  - Safety staff
  - Case management
The site will have approximately 200 shelter beds:

- 150 beds via the shelter reservation system
- 50 beds via community outreach and Coordinated Entry
- Small dorm that can be used for families or special populations

The site will include sleeping areas, bathrooms, showers, client laundry, case management offices and communal space.
People experiencing homelessness will access the center in three ways:

- HSH reservation systems including Resource Centers and 311
- Coordinated Entry Access Points
- Engagement with the HOT team
Onsite and Roving Services include:

- Benefits navigation
- Clinic hours with physical health assessments and support via DPH
- Behavioral health (mental health and substance use) services and referrals
- Employment services referrals
- Coordinated Entry assessments, Problem Solving and housing assistance
GOOD NEIGHBOR POLICY

- Actively discourage loitering in immediate area
- Inform the community of the services available
- Maintain the safety and cleanliness of the facility’s immediate area
- Ensure the adjacent sidewalks and driveway are not blocked
GOOD NEIGHBOR POLICY

- Work with neighbors and City departments to address neighborhood concerns

- Participate in appropriate neighborhood and community meetings

- Staff available 24/7 to address on-site concerns

- Minimize neighborhood impact
DESIGN
▸ Construction type: Attractive, insulated, durable pre-fabricated steel panels

▸ Pleasant indoor and outdoor community space

▸ Multiple flexible dormitory spaces to accommodate specific populations

▸ Designed with security and access control measures including perimeter fence, security cameras and intercom